Final Details for SROC 2016 Spring Series EVENT 3 at

WORDEN PARK
Date:

23rd April 2016

Venue:

Worden Park , Worden Lane, Leyland, Lancashire PR25 1DJ : There
are Brown Signs from Leyland directing you to the Worden Park

Parking:

You need to enter the park by the large main gate NOT the one
opposite Langdale Road. There is usually ample parking in the park, if
full local roads adjacent to the park can be used.

Map:

Note the scale for this event is 1:3500 as only the 'interesting' part of
the park is being used for the event.

Terrain:

This is a relatively flat park but can get quite muddy, especially after
recent rain - a check on the recent weather will give an indication as to
the most suitable footwear and clothing to run in.

Courses:

a Linear Orange course, and a Technical course with 'Free Order'
sections and a Map Exchange.
We will not be using the maze but there will be a map of it available if
you want to 'play.'

Punching: Electronic using SI, SI cards (dibbers) are available to borrow free of
charge - there is however a charge of £30 if lost.
Starts:

Between 12.30 and 13.30 - the courses will close at 14.30 - this means
that controls will be being collected in after that time

Registration:
Fees:

From 12.00

Adults £5; Juniors & Students £2

Facilities: There are toilets available in the park - near to the Changing rooms and
Mini Golf: First Aid Kit is available at Download
Officials:

Organisers and Planners - Karen and Bob Nash - pre event contact at
nash.family@talktalk.net or 01772 721573

Risk:

"All competitors take part at their own risk and are responsible for their
own safety" - Please read any notices on display at Registration and
Start.

Updates/Cancellation

Check club website www.sroc.org

